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Abstract 
Error bounds for asymptotic solutions of second-order linear difference quation 
y(n + 2) + a(n)y(n + 1) + b(n)y(n) = 0, 
where a(n),b(n) have asymptotic expansions 
Oo as  
a(n) ~ ~-~, b(n) ~ ~_o bs 
s=0 = ~-~' n ~ +cx), 
(b0 # O) are discussed in detail in this paper. 
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I. Introduction 
Asymptotic solutions of  second-order linear difference quation 
y(n q- 2) -+- a(n)y(n + 1) q- b(n)y(n) = 0, (1.1) 
where 
bs 
a(n) ~ z_~-'aSs, b(n) ,-~ )---J S~, n ---* oc, (1.2) 
s=0n s=0n 
(bo¢O) were first studied in [3,4,1], but as pointed out in [6], these papers are very long and 
complicated, and they are not easily understood even by most of  the specialists in asymptoties. 
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Recently, Wong and Li [6] used the method similar to that employed by Olver to treat asymptotic 
solutions of second-order linear differential equations, systematically discussed asymptotic solutions 
of Eq. (1.1) under different cases of a(n),b(n).  But the method used in [6] would not lead to the 
estimation of error bounds of these asymptotic solutions. The purpose of this paper is to estimate 
error bounds for asymptotic solutions of difference quation (1.1). 
From [6] we know that according to different cases of the characteristic equation p2+ aop + bo = 0 
and the auxiliary equation a~p+bl = 0, forms of asymptotic expansions of solutions are also unlike. 
1.1. Normal  case 
Let Pl, P2 be two roots of the characteristic equation 
i.e., 
p2 + aop + bo = O, (1.3) 
1 P,,P2 = - iao  4- (lag - bo)1/2 
I fp l#p2,  i.e., a 2#4b0,  
c~ C(i) 
B ~i $ yi(n) "~ Pin ~ -'~'~s ' n ~ +oo, 
s=O I t  
where 
alPi + bl alpi + bl 
- -  i = 1 ,2 ,  
~i -- 2p 2 + piao aoPi + 2b0' 
and constants c~ i) (s = 0, 1,2,. . . ,  i = 1,2) 
1.2. Subnormal case 
l If pl =/)2, but their common value p = - ia0  
alp + bl = 0, 
(1 .4 )  
then Eq. (1.1) has two linearly independent solutions, yl(n),yE(n),  
i=  1,2, (1.5) 
are determined by aj, bj ( j  = 0, 1,2,. . . ,s).  
is not a root of the auxiliary equation 
i.e., 2bl ~ aoal, then there are two linearly independent solutions of (1.1), yl(n) ,y2(n),  
oo c(i) 
yi(n) ~ p"n~er'/~s~=o~S/2, n--~ +oo, i=  1,2, 
where 
xi+l 2 /aoa l  - 2bl 
Yi = ( -1 )  V "2~ ' 
1 bl 
c~=~+ 2b---o' 




i=  1,2, (1.9) 
(1.10) 
are determined by a:,bj ( j  = O, 1,2,...,[½(s + 3)]). 
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1.3. Exceptional cases 
I f  the characteristic equation (1.3) has a common root, and the common root is also a root of  the 
auxiliary equation (1.7), then let 0q,~2 (Re~2 ~>Re~)  be two zeros of  the indicial polynomial 
q(~) = ~(0c - 1)p 2 + (al~ + a2)p + b2. (1.11) 
According to different cases of ~,~z,  
( i)  OC2 - -  0~ 1 ¢0,1 ,2  . . . .  ; 
(ii) ~2 - ~1 = 1,2 . . . .  ; (1.12) 
(iii) ~2-~1=0;  
Eq. (1.1) has two linearly independent solutions yl(n),y2(n), 
oo C~ i) 
(i) yi(n) ~ p"n~i~ - -  n --~ +e~, i = 1,2, (1.13) 
s=O nS ' 
where constants c~ i) (s = O, 1 ,2 , . . . ,  i = 1,2, ) are determined by aj, bj ( j  = O, 1 ,2 , . . . , s  + 2). 
c~ 1) 
(ii) y l (n)~,p"n ~' n s , n ~ +c~, (1.14) 
s=0 
y2(n) =z(n)  + c(log n)y~(n), (1.15) 
o~ 
z(n) pnn~2~ ds - -  n -~ +oo, (1.16) 
s=O ns  ' 
where G,d~ are determined by aj, bj ( j  -- O, 1 ,2 , . . . , s+2) ,  s = O, 1,2, . . . ,  and c is a constant which 
may happen to be zero. 
~-, cs n ~ +o(~, (1.17) (iii) yl(n)  ~ p"n ~ _~ ~, 
s=O n 
y2(n) =z(n)  + c(log n)yl(n),  (1.18) 
oo 
z(n) ~ p"n ~'-Q+2 ~ ds - -  n ~ +o% (1.19)  
s=0 n s ' 
where Q t> 3 is a positive integer which is determined in [6], and G, ds are determined by a j, bj ( j  = 
0, 1 ,2 , . . . , s  + Q - 1), s = 0,1 ,2 , . . . ,  and c is a nonzero constant. 
In the following sections, we will discuss in detail error bounds of the proceeding asymptotic 
solutions of  Eq. (1.1). 
2. Error bounds in normal  case 
In this section, without loss of  generality, we suppose that IP2[ ~>[Pll (iflp21 = IPl], let Re~2 
>~ Re ~1 ). Let 
yi(n) = L(~)(n) + ¢(~)(n), i = 1,2, (2.1) 
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where from (1.5), L(~)(n) n oti v '~N-1  ( i )  - - s  = Pi n 2-,s=0 c~ n , and e~)(n) are error terms. From [6] we know that 
e~)(n) satisfy second-order linear difference equations 
6~)(n + 2) + a(n)e(~)(n + 1) + b(n)e(~)(n) = -pnn~'R(~)(n), i = 1,2, (2.2) 
where R(~)(n) = p~-nn-~'[L~)(n + 2) + a(n)L~)(n + 1) + b(n)L~)(n)], i = 1,2, and r~ ) = 
sup.{n N+I [R~)(n)[} are constants. In the following, we estimate e(N1)(n),e~)(n), respectively. 
2.1. The error bound for the asymptotic expansion of yl(n) 
First of  all, we consider the bound of the "sum equation" 
oo 
h(n) = ~K(n ; j ){¢( j )  + ~k(j)h(j + 1) + q(j)h(j)}. 
j=n 
(2.3) 
Lemma 1. Let K(n;j), ¢( j ) ,  ~b(j), r/(j) be real or complex functions of integer variables n,j, if 
there exists an integer no, for j>>.n>>,no, 
.P(n) .o 
IK(n;j)l <~ M f i (~ j  , 
[¢(j)] ~< 49op(j )j -~(N+#), 
I~(J)[ ~< ~k0J -~, 
Iq(J)l ~< n0J -~, 
where M, 490, ~o, rlo, fl, z, O, ~ are nonnegative constants which satisfy 
~(N+/3) -O  > 1, z -O  > 1, 
N is a positive integer, P(n) is a positive function of integer variable n, and po = supn[P(n+ 1)/P(n)] 
is a constant; then Eq. (2.3) has a solution, h(n), which satisfies 
2M49o 
Ih(n)[ ~(N +/3) - 0 - 1 - 2M(~0P0 + no) P(n)n-¢(N+a)+°+1" 
~< 
Proof .  Set ho(n) = O, 
oo 
hs+l(n) = ~K(n;j){49(j) + ~(j)hs(j + 1) + ~l(j)hs(j)}, 
j=n 
then for n ~> no > ~(N +/3)  - 0 - 1, 
oc  
Ihl(n)l~ EIg(n;J)l "[¢(J)l 
j=n 
oo 
<. m49oP(n) ~ j-~(u+#)+o 
j=n 
2M¢o 1P(n)n-¢(g+#)+°+l" 
~< ~(N+f l ) -O-  
s = O, 1,2, . . . ;  
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The inequality 
oo  
~j_p  << 2 n_(p_l) ' n>~ p - l > O 
j=n p -  1 
is used here. Assuming 
Ih~(n) _ h,_l(n)l ~< 2M~b0 )ts_lp(n)n_¢(N+#)+O+l ' 
~(N + ,8) - 0 - 1 
where 2 = 2M(~Oopo + qo)/(~(N + [3) - 0 - 1), we have 
oo  
]hs+~(n) - hs(n) I <~ ~]K(n ; j ) ]  . {]@(J)l" ]hs(j + 1) -  hs-~(j  + 1)1 
j=n 
+]q(J)l I hs ( j )  - h~-l(J)l} 
<~ M¢o)~Sp(n) ~_,j -¢(N+#)+(°-~+1)+° 
j=n 
of )  
<~ Mq~o2~ p(n)  ~_,j -¢(N+l~)+° 
j=n 
~< 2M~o . )Sp(n)n_~(u+#)+O+l" 
~(U +/~) - 0 -  1 
By induction, the inequality holds for any integer s. It is now evident hat series ~s°°__0{hs+~ (n ) -hs (n )}  
is uniformly convergent in n, and the sum of the series is h(n), a solution of  Eq. (2.3). Furthermore, 
h(n ) satisfies 
O<3 
Ih(n)l ~< ~lhs+~(n) - h~(n)l 
s=0 
(x )  
~< 2Mq~o p(n)n-¢(N+#)+O+l ~.-]~)s 
~(N +/~) - 0 - 1 ~=o 
2M~o 
~(N + r )  - 0 - 1 - 2M(@oPo + rio) P(n)n-¢(u+#)+°+l 
~< 
for all n >t no and sufficient large N such that 0 < 2 < 1. [] 
In the following, the discussion of the error bound for asymptotic expansion of  y l (n)  is divided 
into two parts according to whether a0 = 0 or not. 
(i) I f  a0 ~ 0, then let 
p2(1 ÷ (2/(n - 1))) ~' - p2(1 + (2/(n - 1))) ~2 
x(n)  = - 
(ao -+- (al / (n - 1)))[pl(1 + (1/(n - 1))) ~, - p2(1 + (1/(n - 1)))~2] ' 
p~(1 + (2 /n ) )  ~' + (ao + (al /n))pl(1 + (1/n))~'lx(n + 1) 
l(n) = 
it can be easily verified that 
hi 




zi(n) = p'~n ~' 1-Ix(k), i = 1,2 (2.5) 
k=n 
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are two linearly independent solutions of the difference equation 
z (n+2)+ ao+ z (n+l )+ bo÷- -+ l (n )  z(n)=O. (2.6) 
n 
The two-term approximation of x(n) is 
a l  Pl0{1 - -  P20{2 2P~0{1 - P20{2~ 1 
x(n)= 1 -  aoo + Pl - P2 p2 _-~2 J n 
+ w( n ), (2.7) 
where w(n) is the remainder and w0 = sup,{nE[w(n)[} is a constant. By expressions of  ~i, Pi, (1.4), 
(1.6), we know 
a l  P l0q  - -  P20{2 20{1 - -  0 ,  - -  + 2 p - -  p20{2 
a0 P l  - -  P2 P21 - -  P22 
and lo = SUpn{n21l(n)l} is a constant. For bounds of zi(n), we have 
Lemma 2. I f  x (k )  = l+w(k) ,  where  w(k)  is a real or complex function, and Wo = supk{kZlw(k)r} 
is a constant, then for n >>. 2v/~o, 
exp -TWo <. x(k) <<. exp -~-w0 . 
= ~ oo 1 2 ¢x: Proof. lnll-IC~=nx(k)[ = Y~=n In [x(k)l "-~Ek=, ln(1 + wo/k2)<.y~=nwo/k 2 <. grc Wo, so I1-L=.x(k)l ~< 
exp(~rtZwo)~exp(]rc2wo). For the other part of  this inequality, we have 
In (k) /> In 1 Wo >~ k2 _ w0 
- ~ ~o k 2 (2.8)  
k=n k=n 1 k2 k=n - -  WO 
Since n I> 2x~-~o, 
wo >/ -  2wo 
k=. k 2 - wo U=.--~- > - T wo' 
so IKIk~,x(k)l > exp(-½zc2w0). [] 
From [2], any solution of the "sum equation" 
• Kn  " J '='R ( )  " e~)( n)= ~ ( ; J )  -PlJ N (J) 
j=n  
- I a ( j ) -ao -  j ]  epe)(j + 1) - [b( j )  - bo - - -  - bl l(j)] e~)(j) } (2.9) 
J 
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is a solution of Eq. (2.2), where 
zl(n)z2(j + 1) - zl( j  + 1)z2(n) 
K(n;j)  
zl( j  + 1)z2(j + 2) - zl( j  + 2)z2(j + 1) 
= zl(n) x( j+  1) { j+ 1~ ~ 1 - (p l /pz) J - "+' (n / ( j+ 1)) ~-~ (2.10) 
z l ( j  + 1) P2 \ j+2 J  1 - (p l /p2) ( ( j+ l ) / ( j+2) )  ~-~'" 
For the fact PI ~ P2, there exists a positive integer m which is large enough such that m > 
when j >~ n >~ m, 
1 ( 1- 1) 2 j+2j ;2 + [j 
~>~ 
From the assumption, IP21 /> IPll (if Ip21 = IP,[, then Re ~2 ~> Re el ), 
qo= sup n+l; n 
is a constant. Note 
1 I Pl-1 {2X2 '~ {x( j+  l ) ( j+ l  ~,2 ( j~ l )=,  } M = 2qO~p-~ 1 -  ~ exp ~--f-Woj sup 
j>~n >~m P2 \ j - -~/ I  
then from (2.10), [K(n;j)[ <.MP(n)/P(j) ,  where P(n) = ]pllnn Re~'. Let ~bo =rN,'(l) i]/0 • 
SUPn~> m {nZla(n)  - -  ao - al/nl}, qo ----- sup,~>,, {nZlb(n) - bo - (hi~n) - -  l(n)l}, 0 = 0, z = 2, ~ = 1, 
fl = 1, po = [Pll sup,>~m((n + 1)/n)ge~l; then from Lemma 1, 
le(ua)(n)[ ~< 2mq~o ]p l [nn Re~' -N ,  n>~m.  (2.11) 
N - 2M(po@o + qo) 
(ii) If ao = 0, then let 331(n ) = n- (b ' -Zb°) /Zb°y l (n ) ;  obviously, 331(n ) satisfies 
331(n + 2) + 8(n))31(n + 1) +/~(n))31(n ) = 0, 
where 
?fin) ~ ~ _?is b(n) ~ ~ --nS, n ~ c~, 
s=O n s ' s=O 
and do = 0, al = al, /~o = bo, /~1 = 2bo. Let t3i, ~i, Y(n), l'(n), i i (n) be the same as those expressed 
by (1.4), (1.6), (2.4), (2.5) except that ao, al, bo, ba, are replaced by ~to,~l,bo, bl, respectively. For 
the fact b 1 : 2bo, we have that Y(n) = 1 +~(n) ,  where Wo -- sup,{nZlw(n)l} is a constant, and io = 
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~,(1)~ , ~,(1)w x sup,{nZ[l(n)]} is also a constant. Let ) l (n)  = L N tn) + e<N1)(n), where z, N (n) = n-(61-2b°)/(2b°)L~)(n); 
then similar to (2.11), we have the estimation of  e<m)(n): 
2a $o 
[e l)(n)l g_  2 l([oo o + n>>.& 
where M, q~0, fro, %, /50, rh are the same as those in the previous subsection excepting a(n), b(n) 
are replaced by 5(n), /;(n), respectively. The estimation of  e~)(n) is 
2Mq~0 , R~,-N n~>th. (2.1 la) 
leO)(n)] ~< U - 2)14(/30~ 0 + r~0 ) Pl n , 
2.2. The error bound for the asymptotic expansion of y2(n) 
Let 
C(N2)(n) = yl(n)fN(n); (2.12) 
then from Eq. (2.2) we have 
yl(n + 2)3N(n + 2) + a(n)yl(n + 1)6N(n + 1) + b(n)yl(n)fN(n) = -p'~n~2R(~)(n). (2.13) 
For yl(n) being a solution of  Eq. (1.1), let 
AN(n) -= ON(n + 1) -- 0N(n); (2.14) 
then AN(n) satisfies the first-order linear difference quation 
yl(n + 2)AN(n + 1) -- b(n)yl(n)AN(n) = -p'~n'2R(~)(n). (2.15) 
The solution of  Eq. (2.15) is 
~_, X(n) pJzj~2R(~)(j) 
AN(n) = -j~=,X--O--~-I) Yl(j + 2) ' (2.16) 
X m n-1 where X(n) ---- ( )l-Ik=mb(k)yl(k)/yl(k + 2), X(m) is an arbitrary constant, m is an integer which 
is large enough such that when j>>.n>>.m, [Yl(j)[ = Ipal"n ~°~' l1 +e~l)(j)l ~>llPll"nR°~. Now, let us 
consider the bound of  X(n). The two-term approximation of  the function b(k)yl(k)/yl(k + 2) is 
b(k)y , (k )_bo  [ b,/bo-2~Zl 1 
yl(k + 2) p21 1 + k + o'(k) 
=P_z [ I+  c~2-°q_ )] 
Pl k + o'(k , 
where a(k) is the remainder, and o'0 = supk{kZl(r(k)l} is a constant. For the bound of  X(n), we 
introduce the following lemma. 
Lemma 3. If  Y(n) ,-1 = 1-Ik=m[1 +~/k+a(k)], where a is a constant, real or complex, Re 0~ > 0, ao = 
supk{k21 (k)l} is a constant, then 
e-k~nRe~  < IY(n)[ ~<ekln ~e~, 
where 
and 
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(1  1 1 ) 7zu~ 
k 1 = [0~[ "~ ~m 2 + 6--6~m4 + In m + --~-tr0, 
. o_-sup  .n [. + ;+. . ] - ;  ). 
Proof. For Y(n) .-1 = 1-Ik=.,[1 + ~/k + tr(k)], 
lnY (n)+2/ r~ i= ~ln  l+~+cr (k )  , 
k=m 
where l is an integer, In Y is said to be the principal value of In Y, 
lnY(n) + 21rci = ~ + ~(k , 
k=m 
where 6(k) is the remainder of one-term approximation of In[1 +~/k+a(k)], and #0 = supk{k l (k)l) 
is a constant. From [5, p. 292], 
1 1 1 02,, 
l nY (n)+2 l rc i=~ In n - ln  m 2n 12n ~ +  12----6 n--- ~ 
n -1  
+ 
k=m 
where 0,.,. E (0, 1). For ~]~11/k2 =gn,1 2 
e-k'nRe~ <<.[Y(n)[ <. ek'n Re~. [] 
Set ~ = (~2 - ~1 in Lemma 3; then we have the bound of X(n), 
P2 n--m P2 n--m 
IY(m)l e -k, _ nRe(~2-~l) <IX(n)[ ~< IY(m)le k' - -  nRe(~2-~l). 
I Pl[ Pll 
Substituting (2.17) into (2.16), we have 
2..(2)~zk, ( j )Re=, p2.  ' N-------Z--~ sup nRe(==-~x) -]~j--N--1 
IAN(n)] ~ IPlP2[ j>~m \ j - - -~/  Pl j=n 
4/N z)ezk' ( J )Re~'lp2nnRe(~2-~l)-N 
sup 




6u(n) ---- fiN(m) + ~ AN(k), 
k=ra 
1 1 1 02,m'~ 
- -+~m + 12m 2 120 m 4 J 
(2.17) 
(2.18) 
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where 6N(m) is an arbitrary constant, 
4(2)_2k, ( j )R~=, k r /¢~ sup ~l P2 
16u(n)l <~ 16N(m)[ + NJPlP21 j>.m \]-~--2J k=m 
kRe(ct2-cq )-N n I> m. (2.19) 
: 1( ~)  l f (m)  ½] 
k=mE f(k) ~< [ 1 - -~p + g In p + + -2 --f(n) + f(n). 
Proof. By Euler-Maclaurin formula [5], 
n £ 
f (k) = f(x) dx + ½f(m) + ½f(n) + Rl(n), k=m 
where IRl(n)l ~<alf'(n ) - / ' (m) l .  Integrating by parts, we can get 
£ 1 ZL  nf(x) dx, 
I = f(x) dx = l~p [f(n) - f(m)] - x 
II] <~ f (n) .  
Obviously, [Rl(n)[ ~< l(ln p + [cti/n)f(n), so we complete the proof. [] 
Set p = IpUpII > 1, ~ = Re(a2-  ~1) -N ,  then from (2.19) and Lemma 4, 
[~N(n)l ~</A P2 n BRe(a2-~I)-N, 
Z 
where 
p = [~N(m)[ n>~mSUp( P~2nn Re(Oq-Ot2)+N} 
.X2)_2,, ( j  ~Re~,[ l+l~[ + ( lnp+~)+l ]  4'u c sup 1 
-~Ulplp21j~m\~+--2J ln------~ 8 
From (2.1), (2.11) and (2.12), 
[e~)(n)i~<U sup{iPlrnn-Re'liyl(n)i}lP2lnn Re'2-N, n>/m. n >~m 
(ii) When [Pil = [P2[, Re(~2- ~I)~>N, then directly from (2.19), 
[6N(n)l ~< /mR*(~-~')-u+l, 
(2.20) 
Lemma 4. Let f(x) = pXxL If p > 1, ~ is an arbitrary real constant, m is a positive inteer 
which is lare enouh such that f(x)/x is increasin9 when x ~m, then we have 
Next, our discussion will be divided into three parts, according to different cases of Pi, ~i. 
(i) When Ipll < Ip21, first of all, we estimate the bound of the series ~=mf(k), where f (x) - -  
pXx~. 
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where # = 16N(m)lnRe(='--==)+N--~+ (8r~)e2k~/Nlp112) supj>~n(j/(j q- 1)) Re='. Similar to (2.20), 
[g(~)(n)l~l, lSup{Ipll-nn-Re='lyl(n)l}lp2[nn Re=2-N+I, n>>-m. (2.21) 
n>~m 
(iii) When IP*I = IP=[, Re(~2 -~1)  < N, then we know, similar to (2.9), any solution of the 
equation 
¢(~)(n) = ~K(n ; j )  --p~j~R(2u)(j) 
j=n 
- [a ( j ) -ao  a]7. 1 e~)( j+ 1) - [b ( j ) -bo  b,.j '(J)l e~)(J)} (2.22) 
is a solution of Eq. (2.2) for i = 2, where 
z2(n)zl(j + 1) - zl(n)z2(j q- 1) K(n;j) = 
z2(j + 1)za(j + 2) - zl( j  + 1)z2(j + 2) 
- - z2 (n)  (n~l-=2x(j--}- l) (j-~- l"~ ~1 
zi( j+ 1) \ j /  pl \ j+2]  
(,fin) =*-~ - (PzlPl)J-"+' ( j / ( j  + 1 ))=,-=2 X 
1 - (P2/Pl) (( j  + 1 )/(j + 2)) ='-=2 
For Pl # P2, let m be large enough such that when j/> m/> ~ ,  
1 P2( j+ I~=' -=~ 1 I _P  ! 
Pl \ j -~ 'mJ  I ~ Pl " 
Under conditions [Pll = IP21, 0 ~< Re(~2 - ~1) < N ,  we have 
ko = sup~ x( j+  1) ( j+  1"~ ~' ( j '~2( j /n )~ ' -~2- (p2 /p l ) j -n+l ( j / ( j+  1)) ~'-~2 } 
j>~mtl P-fP2 \ j+2)  \ j+ l )  17-(p-~)7-~-~-l~-(j--+2"SS ~--7~2 
is a constant, and IK(n;j) I <~MIp21"nRe='/Ip2Vj Re=', where from (2.8), M = ko exp(2rC2Wo). Similar 
to Lemma 1, we have 
2Mr(~ ) p2lnnRe =2--N, n >1 m, 
[¢~)(n)[ ~< N - Re(or2 - ~1) - 2M(po~'o + r/o) 
where ~0, I"/0, p0 are listed in Lemma 1. 
3. Error bounds in subnormal  case 
In this section, without loss of generality, we suppose that Reyl ~<Re72, and a0 = -2,  bo = 1. 
1 1 Thusp= 1, ~=~+~b~.Let  
y(n) = L~)(n) + e~c)(n), i = 1,2, (3.1) 
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where from (1.8), L~)(n)= n'er'V~lc~O/n'/Z, and e~)(n) are error terms of asymptotic expansions 
of yi(n) (i = 1,2). From [6] we know that e(~)(n) satisfy second-order linear difference quations 
e~)(n + 2) + a(n)e~)(n + 1) + b(n)eg)(n) = -n~er'V~R(~)(n), (3.2) 
where R~)(n)= n-%-~'v~[L(~)(n+ 2)+a(n)L~)(n+ 1)+b(n)L(~)(n)], and r(~)= sup, {n(N+3)t2lR(~)(n)[} 
are constants, i = 1,2. 
3.1. The error bound for the asymptotic expansion of yl(n) 
Let 
x(n) = 
(1 + ( l /n))  ~ e r2(x/h~T-'/~-zT) - e r ' (v~- ' /~-T)  
ao + (a l / (n  - -  1)) e~2(v~-e~z-T) _ e~,(v~-~g~-T) ' 
e~'(~/~-z-v~)(1 + (2/n)) ~ + (a0 + (al/n))er'(v'-;~-~/~)(1 + (1/n))~x(n + 1) bl 
l(n) = x(n + 1)x(n + 2)  - b0 - - - 'n 
then it can be easily verified from expressions of  ~ and ?i (1.9), (1.10) that Wo = sup,{n2lx(n) - ll}, 
lo = sup,{n21l(n)]} are constants and 
oc  
zi(n) = e~'V~n~l-Ix(k), i = 1,2 (3.3) 
k=n 
are two linearly independent solutions of  the auxiliary difference quation 
z (n+2)+(a°+~)z(n+l )+ [b°+b°+l(n)lz(n)in =0. (3.4) 
By Lemma 2, we have when n ~> 2v/~o, 
exp (-½rCWo)eRe~'V~n ae~ ~ Iz,(n)l ~ exp (17ZWo)eRey'v~nRe~. (3.5) 
We rewrite Eq. (3.2) as 
(ao+ + 1,+ +ha+ 1 
N n 
=n~e~"~n~ [a~n~ao ~l~'~n+,~ 
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From [2], any solution of the equation 
(1)  oo  . ,~1 v / j  .0~ (1 )  • 
e N (n)=j~__K(n ; j ) ( -e  jR  N ( j ) - [a ( j ) -ao -~. ]  e~) ( j+  1) 
J 
is a solution of Eq. (3.2), where 
(3.6) 
z l ( j  q- 1)z2(n) --z2(j + 1)zl(n) 
K(n; j )  = - 
z l ( j  + 1)z2(j -k- 2) - z2(j + 1)zl(j + 2) 
zl(n, . . . . .  ( j )~ 
-- z - -~xt j )x t J  + 1) ~ exp[Yl(V~ - Jv /~ 1) + 72(v~ + 1 - jv/~-2)] 
1 - e (~1-~) (~ ' /~-~)  
× 
1 - e (~, -~) (  ~, /~-  j~/~)" 
For the fact Re71-~.<Rey2, we have ReT~ ~<0, Rey2 f>0, and 
l1 - e(~'-r~)(~-~) I ~<2 ( j>~n) ;  
l1 - e<~'-~)< ~' /7~-~)1 >/1 171 - 721 
2 v7 
Thus, 
{ (')" } ko = sup x( j )x ( j  + 1) exp[yl(x/~ - x/J + 1) + 72( Jx/)---+ 1 - ~ ) ]  
j>~n 
is a constant, and 
4k0 ~ lz l (n )  
Ig(n;J)[ <<" 171 - 72~ ~/J 1~ " 
Let M = (4k0/171 - 721)exp(3Z-Z?Wo), qSo .0) = 'N ,  0o = sup.{n21a(n) - ao - al/nl}, rio = 
sup.{n 2 ]b(n) - bo - bl/n - / (n ) ]} ,  P(n) = eR~l~n Rca, po = sup.[P(n + 1)/p(n)], 0 = ½, "c = 2, 
=l , f l=  3; then we have from Lemma 1, 
. , ,  ,r (1)  
]e~)(n)] ~< '~Mri¢ eReVlx/~n Rea-(N/2), n >>- 2V/~o. (3.7) 
N - 4M(po~bo + rio) 
3.2. The error bound of  the asymptotic expansion of  y2(n) 
Let 
e~)(n) = 6N(n)yl(n), (3.8) 
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then by (3.2), ON(n) satisfies the difference quation 
yl(n + 2)6N(n + 2) + a(n)yl(n + 1)6u(n + 1) + b(n)yl(n)6N(n) = --e~2V~n~R(u2)(n). 
Set 
(3.9) 
In [b(k)yl(k)] _ Yl b, - 2~ 
[yl(k + 1)] ~ + -k + u(k), 
where u(k) is the remainder, u0 = sup,{k3/2lu(k)[} is a constant. Form [5], we know that 
n--1 l (~)  
k~=l~ = ~ + 2v/-n + v(n), 
where ~(x) is zeta function, the remainder v(n) satisfies 
1 1 
Iv(n)l ~< ~ + 12n3/------- 5. 
AN(n) = (~N(n + 1)  - -  fiN(n), (3.10) 
then for yl(n) being a solution of Eq. (1.1), 
yl(n + 2)AN(n + 1) -- b(n)yl(n)AN(n) = -e~2V~ n~R~)(n). (3.11) 
Obviously, the solution of the first-order linear difference quation (3.11 ) is 
_~ X(n) er2ZTffR(~)(j) (3.12) AN(n) = , n>~m, 
j=nX( j+ 1) y l ( j  + 2) 
where m is an integer which is large enough such that when j ~> m, 
]Yl(j + 2)1 = eReyl~/]j Re~ 1 + 71~_~~ c~ 1) C~ 1) "q- ]~lC~ 1)j+ 1},21 + 2~ + a(j)  
loRe ~1 v'7 iRe 
a( j )  is the remainder of the three-term approximation of the function Yl( j+2), a0 = supj~3/zla(J)]} 
is a constant, and 
n--1 b(k)yl(k) 
X(n) = X(m)k=m1-[ yl(k q- 2) '  
X(m) is an arbitrary constant. The three-term approximation of b(k)yl(k)/yl(k + 2) is 
1 2 b(k)yl(k) 71 ~1 - 2a + ba 
yl(k + 2) -- 1 - ~ q- k q- ~(k), 
where if(k) is the remainder and a0 = supk{k3/21a(k)l} is a constant. The two-term approximation 
of ln[b(k)ya(k)/yl(k + 2)] (here we take the principal value of the logarithm function) is 
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Similar to Lemma 3, we have for bl - 20~ = _ !  2'  
IX(m)le-k2e-ZRe~'aV~n-U2 ~ IX(n)[ ~< [X(m)l ek2e-ZRe~aX/~n-1/2, (3.13) 
where 
( 1 1 ) 1 4u0 1 1 1 
k2=171[ 2v / -m+~+6- -  ~ +~ln  m+-~+~-- -~m+~m2+ 120m ~ .  
Substituting (3.13) into (3.12), for 7~ + 72 = 0 and Rerl ~0, 
IAN(n)I <<. 4e2k2r(N2)n-1/2e-2Re,,v~n~j-(N+2)/2 
J=~ (3.14) 
16 r(2)e2k2n_(N+l)/2e_2R e ~ v'~ <~-~ N , n>/m. 
In the following, our discussion will be divided into two parts according to whether Re 71 = 0. 
(i) If Re71 = 0, then from (3.10), (3.14), when N~>2, 
OO 
[ fN(n)[  = ~AN(k) 
16r  .~< )e 2k2 ~k- (N+l ) /2  
N k=n 
~< N~ 1 r(u 2) e 2kl n-(N-- 1 )/2, 
from (3.8), 
64 ,.(2~,~2k~ }nR~--OV-1)/2. [e~)(n)] <<- ~-~--~'N "~ sup{n-Re~lYl(n)] 
n>~m 
(ii) If ReVl ¢ 0, then ReT~ < 0, from (3.10), (3.14), 
n-1 
[fN(n)[ = fiN(m) + k~__, Au(k ) 
n--1 16 r( 2 ) ,2k2 x-" k-(N + l)/2 ,~- 2Re ~, 5 <~ laN(m)l +-N N ~ z~ ~ , 
k=m 
where fiN(m) is an arbitrary constant. Similar to Lemma 4, we have 
n-1 [ N+I  1 Re71 N+I ]  k-(N+l)/2e -2Rerlv'~ ~ - -  + + n-N/2e -2Re-lye, 
k=m [ Re Yl x/n 8n 16n 3/2 J
SO 
[fN(n) I <~ #n-N/2e-2ReY ,'f~, 
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where 
__ 16r(2),2k: [ N + 1 1 Re 71 N + 1 ] I3u(m)l  sup{nN/2e2Rer'v~} + N u " [ - - - -  + - -  - -  + 
, ~m Re ~1 ~ 8n 16n 3/2 ] ' 
le(Nz)(n)l ~ #sup{n-Re~e-R~v~ lyl(n)[ }nR~-N/2e R~v~, 
n >~m 
n~m. 
4. Error bounds in exceptional cases 
In this section, without loss of  generality, we suppose that ao --- -2 ,  b0 -- 1. 
4.1. Error bounds in the first exceptional case 
In this subsection, without loss of  generality, we suppose that Re ~1 ~<Re ~2. Let 
yi(n) = L(~)(n) + e(~)(n), i = 1,2, (4.1) 
where from (1.13), L(~)(n) = '~'°q~"~U--lt~(i)/TaSz-Js=O  "  , i=  1,2, and e~)(n) are error terms. From [6] we know 
that 
e~)(n + 2) + a(n)e(~)(n + 1) + b(n)e(~)(n) = -n~'R(~)(n), i = 1, 2, (4.2) 
where R~)(n) = n-~'[L(~)(n + 2) + a(n)L(~)(n + 1) + b(n)L~)(n)], and r(~ ) - - - -  SUPn(n N+2 IR~)(n)[} are 
constants, i ----- 1,2. 
4.1.1 The error bound of the asymptotic expansion of yl(n) 
Let 
(1 + (2/(n - 1))) ~' - (1 + (2/(n - 1))) ~2 
x(n) = n>.2, 
[ao + (al/(n - 1)) + (a2/(n - 1)2)][(1 + (1/(n - 1))) ~l - (1 + (1/(n - 1)))~2] ' 
l(n) = (1 +(2 /n) )  "I +(ao+(al/n)+(a2/n2))(1 +(1/n))'~x(n+ 1) -bo  bl b2. 
x(n + 1)x(n) n n 2' 
then it can be easily verified that 
O(3 
zi(n)=n~il-Ix(k), i - -  1,2 
k=n 
are two linearly independent solutions of the difference equation 
(a la2)  [ bl bz ] 
z (n+2)+ a0+- -+ z (n+l )+ bo+- -+ +l(n)  z (n)=0.  (4.3) 
n n 
1 1 2 By expressions of ~;, we also know that x(n) has two-term approximation x(n) --= 1 + (~al + ~a 1 - 
lb2)/n2+w(n), where w(n) is the remainder, wo = sup,{n31w(n)l}, lo = sup,{n311(n)l} are constants. 
So from Lemma 2, 
exp(--½7Z2~o)nRe~'<~lzi(n)l<~ exP(3Z~2~o)n Re~', n~> 2V/~0, (4.4) 
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1 where ~0 = sup,[[lal + la~ - 5b21 + n2lw(n)l]. Rewriting Eq. (4.2), 
i e~)(n+2)+ ao+al  + e~(n+l )+ bo+- -+ n ~ n 
[ al a2] ~(~)(n + 1) = -n=IR~}(n) - a(n) - ao - 
n 
- [b(n)  - bo bl b2 1 n ~ l(n)A e~)(n), 
we can easily verify that any solution of the equation 
e~l(n) = ~K(n ; j )  -~ D(I), .. al - J  ~aN t J ) - -  a( j )  - ao 
j=n j 
- [b(j) - bo bl b2 l( j)] e~)( j )}  
is a solution of Eq. (4.5), where 
z l ( j  + 1)z2(n) - z2(j + 1)zl(n) 
K(n ; j )  = 
z l ( j  + 2)z2(j + 1) -- z2(j + 2)zl(j + 1) 
b2 ] C(N1)(n) ~-~ + l(n)J 
zl(n) (n / ( j  + 1))  "~-~ - 1 
z l ( j  + 1)(1 + (1/(j + 1))) ~ ' -  (1 + (1/(j + 1))) ~x( j  
+ 1). 
For Re~l ~<Re0~2, I(n/(j + 1)) ~2-~1 - 11 ~<2, j~n .  Obviously, 
1 "~ ~z CZ1 -- ~2 
+j+l J  - - - - - f - -  +cr(j), 
1___~)~1 _ (1 
l+ j+ l J  
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
2Mq~o Re ~,-N n ~> 2v~o. (4.7) 
le~)(n)[ ~< U - 2M(ffoPo + rlo) n ' 
Let ~bo ~.(1) =- sup,>~m{n3lb(n) - bo - (bl/n) - =- 'N , ~ko = supn~m{n3la(n) - ao - (al/n) - (a2/n2)l), ~0 
(b2/n 2) - l(n)l}, P(n) = n R°~I, Po = sup,~>,,{P(n + 1)/P(n)}, 0 = 1, ~ = 1, 3 = 2, z = 3; then from 
Lemma 1 
8 exp(2rc2~'o/3 ) (n__~l) Re~' 
m = 1o~1 _ c(2[ sup, 
where 
8 z l (n )  n Re~l 
Ig (n ; J ) l~ lax -~21 j gl( Jq- l )  ~Mj  Re~l-l' 
where o'(j) is the remainder of the one-term approximation of the function, and Oo = supj( jz la( j ) l} 
is a constant. Let m be an integer which is large enough such that m/> 2~o and when j ~>m, j[a(j)] 
1 ~< ~ 1~1 - ~21 and Ix(j + 1 )l ~< 2. Then when j ~> n~> m, 
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4.1.2. The error bound o f  the asymptotic expansion o f  y2(n) 
Let 
e(u2)(n) = 6s(n)yl(n),  As(n)  = 6s(n + 1) - 6N(n), (4.8) 
then from (4.2), 
yl(n + 2)As(n + 1) - b(n)y l (n)As(n)  = -n~2R~)(n). 
The solution of the first-order linear difference equation is 
o~ X(n)  j '~R~)(j)  
As(n)  = --j~=nX(j + 1) y l ( j+2) '  n>~m, 
where X(n)  n- 1 = X(m)Hk=m(b(k)y l (k)) / (y l (k  + 2)), X(m)  is an arbitrary constant, and m is an integer 
which is large enough such that when n i> m, 
1 [n-~'yl(n)] = 11--k e~l)(n)n-Re~' I /> 5. 
The function b(k)yl(k)/y~(k + 2) has a two-term approximation 
bl - 2~1 b(k)yl (k)  _ 1 + - -  + u(k), 
yl(k + 2) k 
where u(k) is the remainder, and u0 = supk{k2[u(k)]} is a constant. For bl - 2cq = ~2 - cq - 1, then 
from Lemma 3, 
[X(m)[e-k'n Re(~-~')-I < [X(n)l < [X(m)lek'n R¢(=~-~')-~, 
where kl is the same as in Lemma 3. So 
2 oo IAN(n ) [ <~ 2e2klr~ )nRe(:2_~1)_l ~_~ j_N_l  ~ 4 e2klr(2)nRe(~Z_~l)_N_ 1 
j=n -N N • 
In the following, we discuss the bound of  e~)(n) in three cases. 
(i) I f  Re(~2-  ~1) < N, then from (4.8) 
OG 
t~s(n ) = -- Y'~AN(j ), 
j=n 
4 r(N2)~ Ifis(n)l ~< EIAs(j)I < e2kl E J  ge(~2-~')-N-1 
j=n g j=n 
~.(2)~2kl 
'-" N " nRe(~2-~) -N ,  
N[N - Re(~2 - ~1 )] 
where n>~mo. Also from (4.8), 
..(2)_2kl 
8 r  N c sup(n--Re~l [ya(n)l}n Re~2-N, (2)~n~ 
es ~ ) "~ N[N - Re(~2 - ~1 )] ,~>m 
(4.9) 
n~m.  
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(ii) If Re(o~2 -- ~1) > N, then from (4.8) 
n--1 
bar(n) = bar(m) + ~AN( j ) ,  
j~m 
where fiN(m) is an arbitrary constant, 
4 -2kl r(2) n~l jRe(~:--~, )--N- 1. 
[6u(n)l ~< [Oar(m)] + -~ U j=m 
By Abel-Plana formula [5, p.292], we know that 
n--1 
E j  Re(e2-a ' ) -N-1  = ~ [Re(a1 - -  0~2) -t- N + 1] + 
j= l  
where ~(x) is zeta function, and 
So 
]a(n)[ ~ nRe(~2-~l)-N [~ 
nRe(~2--al )--N 
Re(o~2 - 0~ 1 ) - -  N 
+Re(~2 - ~ I ) -N -  1] 
6n 
where 
4 2k, (z) # = 16ar(m)in -R~('~-~')+u  ~e riv 
[ 2 Re(0~z-Oq)-N- I  (1 
× Re(0~2 --al)  -N  + 6 
+1)+, 1
]8(N2)(n)l ~fl sup{n Re~l ]yl(n)]}n Re~2-N, n >~m. 
n>~m 
(iii) If Re(e2 -e l )  = N, then from (4.10) 
.-1 4 eZ~r(2) "-ix-" 1 16~(n)l ~< i6N(m)[ + s=~E IAN(j)I <~ I'~N(m)l + -~ N j~m-j 
~< [6ar(m)l + 4e2k'r~)(ln  + y), 
where ~ is Euler constant. And when n >/m 
+ ~(n), 
+ 4 2k, r(2),,_ n + V)] sup{n -Re~' lyl(n)l}n Re==-N. ~ N ktn 
(4.10) 
4.2. Error bounds in the second exceptional case 
Let y,(n) = L(~)(n) + e~)(n), y2(n) = L~)(n) + e(~)(n) + e(ln n)ya(n), where from (1.14), (1.16), 
x---~N--1 ~ s l(2) ~2 v '~N-1-  ~ s L(ul)(n) n~12_.s= o G/n , ~ = = n 2_,s=o a~/n ; then e~)(n), e(~)(n) satisfy difference quations [6], 
e~)(n + 2) + a(n)e(~)(n + 1 ) + b(n)e(~)(n) = -n~'R(/c)(n), i ----- 1,2, (4.11 )
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where 
R~)(n) = n -~' [L~)(n + 2) + a(n)L(N1)(n + 1) + b(n)L~)(n)], 
R~)(n) = n-~{L(~)(n q- 2) q- c[ln (n q- 2)]yl(n q- 2) 
+a(n)[L~)(n + 1) + c ln(n + 1)yl(n + 1)] + b(n)[L~)(n) + cln n.  yl(n)]}, 
r~ ) = sup,{nN+2[R(~)(n)]} are constants, i ----- 1,2. Eq. (4.11) is the same as Eq. (4.2). So bounds of 
e~(n),  e~(n)  are given in the previous subsection. 
4.3. Error bounds in the last exceptional case 
First of all, we consider solutions of the auxiliary difference quation 
( [ ] z (n+2)+ a0+- -+ z (n+l )+ b0+- -+ +l(n)  z (n)=0.  (4.12) 
n n 
Obviously, z l (n)= n ~ is a solution of Eq. (4.12), when 
(n+2)~+(ao+(a l /n )+(a2/nZ) ) (n+ 1) ~ bl b2 
l(n) = - bo 
n ~ n n 2 " 
The three-term approximation of l(n) is 
l (n )=( -1 -ao -bo)  (al + b l ) [~(~- l )+a l~+a2+b21 
n nZ + a(n) 
~- a(n), 
where a(n) is the remainder, and a0 = sup{n31o(n)]} is a constant. For looking for z2(n), a solution 
of (4.12) which is linearly independent of zl(n), let 
z2(n) = zl(n)v(n), 
A(n) = v(n -t- 1) - v(n), 
then we have 
(n+2)~A(n+l )= [ b°+b l  +b2 ] n ~ + l(n) n~A(n), 
bl b2 
A(n + 1) 1 + --  + + l(n) b l  - 2~ 
__ n ~ = l + - -  + w(n) ,  
A(n) (1 + (Z/n)) ~ n 
where w(n) is the remainder of the two-term approximation of 
sup{n2lw(n)l} is a constant. For the fact ~ = (1 -  al)/2, al +b l  = 0, 
A(n+ 1) 1 
- 1 - - + w(n) .  
A(n) n 
A(n + 1)/A(n), and Wo = 
we have bj -2~ = -1 ,  and 
(4.13) 
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4.3.1. The error bound of  the asymptotic expansion of  yl(n) 
Let 
y,( .)  = L~>(n) + e~>(n), 
where L(~)(n) = n ~ EN__-o ' CJn~; then from [6], 
~(n  + 2) + a(n)E~)(n + 1) + b(n)~(~)(n) = -n~R(~}(n), 
where r N-(1) = SUPn{nN+ZJR~)(n)[} is a constant. Rewriting (4.15) as 
~}d~(n + 2) + ao + - -  + ~(n  + 1) + bo + - -  + + l ( . )  ~(n)  
n ~ n ~ 
~x(1) [ al a2] C(N1)(n ÷ 1 ) -=-n  R N (n ) -  a (n ) -ao  - -  n -~ 
- Ib (n )  - bo bl b2 ] n ~ t(n), E(N1)(n), 
obviously, any solution of the equation 





is a solution of (4.15), where 
z,(j  + 1)z2(n) - z2( j  + 1)z~(n) 
K(n; j )  = 
z~(j + 2)z2(j + 1) - z2(j + 2)zl(j + 1) 
zl(n) v(n) - v( j  ÷ 1) 
z~(j + 2) v( j  + 1) - v(j  + 2) 
- _  zl(n) ± 
z l ( j  + 2)i=,A(j + 1) 
zion: 1 
z l ( j  + 2)~_-~ (l/k) + w(k) ) 
_ zl(n~ ~ [1 1 zl(j + 2)~ {k=(I + ~ +~(k)]}, 
where v~(k) is the remainder of two-term approximation of the function [1 - ( l /k) + w(k)] -1. So 
[X(n;j)[ ~< F ;=.Ec°-1 
~ nRe c~ j2 
~< e°) --Gg n '  
(4.16) 
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where 
( 1 1 7z2~ ) ~ n  Co ---- exp + + -~--Wo , 
Co ---- supj co(j/(j + 2)) R~ ~. 
Let 
+1 
~o = sup{k 2 lnI1 ~ +~, (k ) ] -k  } '  
{ al a_~} ( b~ b2 )}  
M=So,  fro=sup n 3 a (n) -ao  , qo=sup n 3 b(n) -bo  l(n 
n n n n n 2 ' 
490 =r~v,"O) P(n) ~- n Re~-l, P0 = sup{P(n + 1)/P(n)}, (4.17) 
n 
= 1, fl = 1, 0 : 1, z : 3; then we have from Lemma 1, 
2M490 nRe ~-N (4.1 8) 
[e~)(n)] ~< N - 1 - 2M(@0P0 + qo) 
4.3.2. The error bound of the asymptotic expansion of y2(n) 
Let 
y2(n) = L(~)(n) + e(~)(n) + c(log n)yl(n), (4.19) 
where from (1.18), (1.19), L(~)(n) = n "-Q+2x-'u-la/-~ and e(~)(n) is the error term. From [6], Z--~S=0 ~s/"~ 
e(N2)(n) satisfies 
e(N2)(n + 2) + a(n)e(2N)(n + 1) + b(n)e(~)(n) : --n~-Q+2R~)(n), (4.20) 
where r~ ) : sup,{nU+2[R~)(n)[} is a constant. Eq. (4.20) is similar to Eq. (4.15). Let fl = a -  1, 
and other constants are same as in (4.17); then we have 
2M490 nRe ~-Q+2-N. 
[e(~)(n)[ ~< N + Q - 3 - 2M(~0P0 + ~/0) 
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